Doug
 
I attach my example... It seems to be very similar to yours.
 
I simplied the Restore this morning; thanks for your tips.
 
 
My example also demonstrates CopyFrom, Externalize, Internalize.
 
 
My HandleCtrlMsg ia a little different to yours. It does not use ForwardCtrlMsg as the Oms documentation advises to avoid that.
It also says that after ForwardCtrlMsg "focus must be set to NIL", which you do not do.
 
Just as an example my HandleCtrlMsg changes the mouse curser when it is over an embedded View. It sets the last such View as Focus.
 
 
However I am not saying mine is a 'correct' solution either. It works well enough for embedded Command Buttons (try the example), but
it definately does not handle focussing well enough for embedded Edit Fields. Work in progress!
 
 
Regards
 
Robert
 



  _____  

From: BlackBox [mailto:BLACKBOX@LISTS.OBERON.CH] On Behalf Of Douglas G. Danforth
Sent: 19 October 2011 01:04
 
 Summary of How to 'embed'

 ...
 
 To handle control messages sent to the hostView in general I do not have a solution. ..
 
   But to   handle track messages I do.  My HandleCtrlMsg handler looks like.

    PROCEDURE (hostView: HostView) HandleCtrlMsg* (f: Frame; VAR msg: CtrlMessage; VAR focus: View);
        VAR g: Frame;
    BEGIN
        WITH msg: Controllers.TrackMsg DO
            g := Views.FrameAt(f, msg.x, msg.y);
            IF (g # NIL) THEN Views.ForwardCtrlMsg(g, msg) END
        ELSE
        END
    END HandleCtrlMsg;
    
 This works very nicely and is rapid.  The subView under the mouse when the mouse is clicked
receives the track message.  I had initially used the viewList to send the general msg to all
subViews but that was extremely inefficient and slow since repeated control messages
are continuously being sent to the hostView.  The Views.FrameAt procedure seems to be
efficient at determing the sub view.
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